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(57) ABSTRACT 

A transaction brokerage method is for brokering a transac 
tion between an information transmitting terminal and an 
information receiving terminal. The transaction brokerage 
method includes: registering a plurality of the information 
receiving terminals in advance; receiving a transaction 
request transmitted from the information transmitting ter 
minal, the transaction request including the expiration time 
of the transaction request; Selecting one or more of the 
registered information receiving terminals which are within 
a predetermined range from the information transmitting 
terminal as the recipients of the transaction request and 
transmitting the transaction request to the Selected one or 
more information receiving terminals, receiving transaction 
acceptances from the information receiving terminals, 
regarding one or more of the transaction acceptances which 
have been received within the expiration time included in 
the transaction request as valid transaction acceptances and 
transmitting only the valid transaction acceptances to the 
information transmitting terminal; receiving a transaction 
possible or impossible indication from the information trans 
mitting terminal; and transmitting the transaction possible or 
impossible indication to the information receiving terminals. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FORTRANSACTION 
BROKERAGE AND PROGRAM RECORDING 

MEDIUM THEREOF 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This is a continuation application of PCT applica 
tion serial number PCT/JP01/10849, filed on Dec. 11, 2001. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a method and 
apparatus for transaction brokerage and a program recording 
medium thereof, and more particularly to a method and 
apparatus for transaction brokerage and a program recording 
medium thereof in which both of goods or service providers 
and customers become an information transmitters and the 
information transmitters Select a party they conduct the 
transaction, in transaction brokerage between the providers 
and customers. 

0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. As the Internet is widely used now, providers of 
Services or goods (hereinafter referred to as "service pro 
viders”) are delivering information Such as advertisements 
to consumers through Web pages or e-mail. In this case, 
recipients of the information are selected from customer 
profile information, purchase histories or activity histories of 
customers by using methods Such as data mining. However, 
when Service providers want to provide information of 
Services or goods (or commodities) which they will be 
provide in a physically limited area and in a short time 
period, Such recipient Selection method as described above 
does not help the Service providers to effectively target 
COSUCS. 

0006. On the other hand, when a consumer who requests 
a Service from a Service provider wants to obtain the Service 
as Soon as possible, it is desirable that the consumer Selects 
the Service provider which can provide the Service in the 
Shortest possible time, namely, the Service provider nearest 
to the consumer, and ask for the Service. At present, how 
ever, it is difficult for consumers to make Such Selection. For 
example, when the Service is taxi transportation, a consumer 
can easily check out the location of a taxi company but 
cannot know the current positions of their taxis. Further 
more, when a consumer directly accesses a provider, the 
consumer's personal information may be brought to the 
knowledge of the provider before a transaction is Settled. 
Then, the consumer can be placed at Some disadvantage 
after the transaction fails to close. On the contrary, a 
provider who receives requests for Services from consumers 
also cannot know a consumer wanting their Service is in the 
proximity of the provider. Then, the provider misses the 
business opportunity. 

0007. It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
transaction brokerage method in which a transmitter of 
information Selects a recipient and transmit the information 
to the Selected recipient. 

0008. It is another object of the present invention to 
provide a transaction brokerage apparatus in which a trans 
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mitter of information Selects a recipient and transmit the 
information to the Selected recipient. 
0009. It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide a transaction brokerage program in which a trans 
mitter of information Selects a recipient and transmit the 
information to the Selected recipient. 
0010. It is further object of the present invention to 
provide a recording medium including a transaction broker 
age program in which a transmitter of information Selects a 
recipient and transmit the information to the Selected recipi 
ent. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011 A transaction brokerage method of the present 
invention is a method for brokering a transaction between an 
information transmitting terminal and information receiving 
terminal connected through a transaction brokerage appara 
tus. The method includes: registering a plurality of the 
information receiving terminals in advance, receiving a 
transaction request transmitted from the information trans 
mitting terminal, the transaction request including expiration 
time of the transaction request; Selecting one or more of the 
information receiving terminals which are within a prede 
termined range from the information transmitting terminal 
from the registered information receiving terminals as one or 
more recipients of the transaction request, and transmitting 
the transaction request to the Selected one or more informa 
tion receiving terminals, receiving transaction acceptances 
from the information receiving terminals, regarding one or 
more of the transaction acceptances which have been 
received within the expiration time included in the transac 
tion request as valid transaction acceptances, and transmit 
ting only the valid transaction acceptances to the informa 
tion transmitting terminal; receiving a transaction possible 
or impossible indication from the information transmitting 
terminal; and transmitting the transaction possible or impos 
Sible indication to the information receiving terminals. 
0012. A transaction brokerage apparatus of the present 
invention is an apparatus for brokering a transaction 
between an information transmitting terminal and informa 
tion receiving terminal. The apparatus includes: a transac 
tion transmission and reception unit to receive a transaction 
request including expiration time of the transaction request 
from the information transmitting terminal, transmit the 
transaction request to the information receiving terminal, 
receive a transaction acceptance including expiration time of 
the transaction acceptance from the information receiving 
terminal, transmit the transaction acceptance to the infor 
mation transmitting terminal, and receive a transaction pos 
Sible or impossible indication from the information trans 
mitting terminal; a terminal registration database to register 
a plurality of the information receiving terminals and indi 
vidual information of the information receiving terminals, a 
position information detecting unit to obtain position infor 
mation of the information transmitting terminals and infor 
mation receiving terminals, a recipient Selection unit to 
Select one or more of the information receiving terminals 
registered in the terminal registration database as one or 
more of recipient of the transaction request, and Select one 
or more of the Selected information receiving terminals 
based on the position information of the information trans 
mitting terminal and information receiving terminals, and a 
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transaction management unit to control the transaction trans 
mission and receiving unit to transmit the transaction request 
to the information receiving terminals Selected by the recipi 
ent Selecting unit, regard transaction acceptances received 
within the expiration time of the transaction request as valid 
transaction acceptances, transmit only the valid transaction 
acceptances to the information transmitting terminal, regard 
transaction possible or impossible indications received 
within the expiration time of the transaction acceptance as 
valid transaction possible or impossible indications, and 
transmit only the valid transaction possible or impossible 
indications to the transaction information receiving termi 
nals. 

0013. According to the transaction brokerage method and 
apparatus of the present invention, the user of an information 
transmitting terminal can Select, as a party with whom the 
user conducts a transaction, the user of an information 
receiving terminal which is within a specified range from the 
information transmitting terminal and from which the infor 
mation transmitting terminal can receive a transaction 
acceptance within the expiration time Specified in the trans 
action request. Thus, a Service or goods provider as the 
information transmitter can deliver information of Services 
or goods which the provider provides in a physically limited 
area in a relatively short time period to target consumers 
Selected effectively. On the contrary, a consumer as the 
information transmitter can Select the Service provider which 
can provide a service in the shortest possible time, namely, 
the Service provider nearest to the consumer, and can ask for 
the Service. 

0.014) A transaction brokerage program of the present 
invention is for realizing a transaction brokerage apparatus 
for brokering a transaction between an information trans 
mitting terminal and information receiving terminal. The 
program causes a computer to execute: registering a plural 
ity of the information receiving terminals in advance; receiv 
ing a transaction request transmitted from the information 
transmitting terminal, the transaction request including expi 
ration time of the transaction request; Selecting one or more 
of the information receiving terminals which are within a 
predetermined range from the information transmitting ter 
minal as one or more of recipient of the transaction request, 
and transmitting the transaction request to the Selected 
information receiving terminals, receiving transaction 
acceptances from the information receiving terminals, 
regarding one or more of the transaction acceptances which 
have been received within the expiration time included in 
the transaction request as valid transaction acceptances, and 
transmitting only the valid transaction acceptances to the 
information transmitting terminal; receiving a transaction 
possible or impossible indication from the information trans 
mitting terminal; and transmitting the transaction possible or 
impossible indication to the information receiving terminals. 

0.015 The transaction brokerage program of the present 
invention makes it possible to realize the transaction bro 
kerage method and apparatus described above. Thus, a 
Service or goods provider as the information transmitter can 
deliver information of services or goods which the provider 
provides in a physically limited area in a relatively short 
time period to target consumerS Selected effectively. A 
consumer as the information transmitter can Select the 
Service provider which can provide a Service in the shortest 
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possible time, namely, the Service provider nearest to the 
consumer, and can ask for the Service. 
0016 A transaction brokerage program recording 
medium of the present invention is a computer-readable 
program recording medium which records a transaction 
brokerage program for realizing a transaction brokerage 
apparatus for brokering a transaction between an informa 
tion transmitting terminal and information receiving termi 
nal. The program causes the computer to execute: registering 
a plurality of the information receiving terminals in advance; 
receiving a transaction request transmitted from the infor 
mation transmitting terminal, the transaction request includ 
ing expiration time of the transaction request; Selecting one 
or more of the information receiving terminals which are 
within a predetermined range from the information trans 
mitting terminal as one or more of recipient of the transac 
tion request, and transmitting the transaction request to the 
Selected information receiving terminals, receiving transac 
tion acceptances from the information receiving terminals, 
regarding one or more of the transaction acceptances which 
have been received within the expiration time included in 
the transaction request as valid transaction acceptances, and 
transmitting only the valid transaction acceptances to the 
information transmitting terminal; receiving a transaction 
possible or impossible indication from the information trans 
mitting terminal; and transmitting the transaction possible or 
impossible indication to the information receiving terminals. 
0017 According to the transaction brokerage program 
recording medium of the present invention, the program 
which realizes the transaction brokerage method and appa 
ratus as described above can be recorded on a recording 
medium such as a CD-ROM, CDR/W, or flexible disk or the 
like and provided. Therefore, a Service or goods provider as 
the information transmitter can deliver information of Ser 
vices or goods which the provider provides in a physically 
limited area in a relatively short time period to target 
consumerS Selected effectively. A consumer as the informa 
tion transmitter can Select the Service provider which can 
provide a Service in the Shortest possible time, namely, the 
Service provider nearest to the consumer, and can ask for the 
Service. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0018 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a transaction broker 
age System according to the present invention. 
0019 FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically showing an 
outline of a transaction brokerage process of a transaction 
brokerage method according to the present invention. 
0020 FIG. 3 shows an example of individual informa 
tion. 

0021 FIG. 4 shows a data exchanged, especially FIG. 
4A shows transaction request data transmitted from an 
information transmitting terminal, FIG. 4B shows transac 
tion request data received by an information receiving 
terminal, FIG. 4C shows transaction acceptance data trans 
mitted by the information receiving terminal, FIG. 4D 
shows transaction acceptance data received by the informa 
tion transmitting terminal, and FIG. 4E shows transaction 
possible/impossible data transmitted by the information 
transmitting terminal. 
0022 FIGS. 5 to 7 are flowcharts of processes performed 
in a process flow in an transaction brokerage apparatus, 
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especially FIG. 5 shows a transaction brokerage proceSS 
flow, FIG. 6 shows a transaction request process flow, and 
FIG. 7 shows a transaction acceptance process. 
0023 FIGS. 8 and 9 show examples of transaction 
brokerage by the transaction brokerage System. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0024 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a transaction broker 
age System and shows a structure of a transaction brokerage 
apparatus and a transaction brokerage System for performing 
a transaction brokerage method of the present invention. The 
transaction brokerage System includes a terminal 1, a trans 
action brokerage apparatus 2, one or more terminals 3, and 
a position information detecting device (or unit) 4. 
0025. Which of the terminals 1 and 3 is used by which of 
a consumer and a goods or Service provider is not fixed and 
depends on the situation. When a department Store transmits 
a transaction request (information to notify contents of 
goods etc. which will be provided) to its customers (as in an 
example in FIG. 8, which will be described later), the 
department Store uses terminal 1 and a customer uses 
terminal 3. When a taxi user transmits a transaction request 
(information to notify conditions for using a taxi) to a taxi 
(as in an example in FIG. 9, which will be described later), 
the taxi user uses terminal 1 and the taxi uses terminal 3. In 
the following description, a terminal 1 used by a party who 
transmits a transaction request is referred to an information 
transmitting terminal 1, and a terminal 3 used by a party who 
receives a transaction request is referred to an information 
receiving terminal 3, to distinguish each other. 
0026. The information transmitting terminal 1 and the 
information receiving terminal 3 are essentially mobile 
terminals or computers having a wireleSS data communica 
tion capability. The information transmitting terminal 1 and 
information receiving terminal 3 may be laptop or handheld 
personal computers, personal digital assistants, internet 
capable portable telephones (or mobile telephones), or 
mobile communication devices, for example. The informa 
tion transmitting terminal 1 may be a computer provided 
Stationary, as will be described later (as in the example in 
FIG. 8). The transaction brokerage apparatus 2 may be a 
computer or Server installed at a goods provider, transaction 
broker, telecommunications company (or relay station of 
portable telephone), or provider (application Service pro 
vider), or the like. 
0027. The information transmitting terminal 1 transmits a 
transaction request to be brokered and receives a transaction 
acceptance to the transaction request. The information 
receiving terminals 3 receives the transaction request and 
returns (transmits) a transaction acceptance (or nonaccep 
tance) as a response to it. The transaction brokerage appa 
ratus 2 is located between the information transmitting 
terminal 1 and information receiving terminals 3, and trans 
mits and receives a transaction request and a response to and 
from them to broker a transaction between them. That is, the 
transaction brokerage apparatuS 2 receives a transaction 
request from the information transmitting terminal 1 and 
delivers it to the information receiving terminals 3. The 
transaction brokerage apparatuS 2 receives a transaction 
acceptance from the transaction receiving terminals 3 and 
transmits it to the information transmitting terminal 1. The 
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transaction brokerage apparatuS 2 receives a transaction 
possible/impossible indication from the information trans 
mitting terminal 1 and transmits it to the information receiv 
ing terminals 3. The position information detecting device 4 
detects the position of the information transmitting terminal 
1 and each of the information terminals 3 and transmits 
position information to the transaction brokerage apparatus 
2. 

0028. The position information detecting device 4 may be 
provided in the information transmitting terminal 1 and each 
of the information receiving terminals 3. For example, they 
may include the well known capability of detecting GPS 
Signals to know their positions (GPS detection capability). 
The transaction brokerage apparatus 2 may also include a 
position information detecting device 4. When the transac 
tion brokerage apparatus 2 is provided in a relay Station of 
a portable telephone, for example, the transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2 can include a position information detecting 
device 4. 

0029. As shown in FIG. 1, The transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2 includes a transaction transmission and recep 
tion unit 21, a transaction management unit 22, a transaction 
information recording unit 23, a recipient Selecting unit 24, 
and a position information detecting unit 25. The transaction 
brokerage apparatus 2 further includes a transaction log file 
26 and a terminal registration database (DB) 27. 
0030 The transaction transmission and reception unit 21 
transmits and receives data to and from the information 
transmitting terminal 1 and the information receiving ter 
minals 3 under the control of the transaction management 
unit 22. The transaction management unit 22 manages 
transaction brokerage processing and manageS eXchange of 
various kinds of data, which are transmitted and received at 
the transaction transmission and reception unit 21, between 
the information transmitting terminal 1 and information 
receiving terminals 3 based on their expiration times. The 
transaction information recording unit 23 records transac 
tion logs in the transaction log file 26. Transaction log file 26 
Stores transaction logs (transaction log information). The 
recipient Selecting unit 24 obtains the position of the infor 
mation transmitting terminal 1 and each of the information 
receiving terminals 3, both of which are registered in the 
terminal registration DB 27, from the position information 
detecting unit 25, and Selects one or more of the information 
receiving terminals 3 based on the position information. The 
terminal registration DB27 registers in advance one or more 
information receiving terminals 3 which want receive infor 
mation from the information transmitting terminal 1, 
together with their profile information (individual informa 
tion) of the terminals 3. The position information detecting 
unit 25 detects information of positions of the information 
transmitting terminal 1 and the information receiving ter 
minals 3. 

0031 When receiving a transaction request from the 
information transmitting terminal 1, the transaction manage 
ment unit 22 requests the recipient Selecting unit 24 to Select 
one or more information receiving terminals 3. The trans 
action management unit 22 transmits the transaction request 
to one or more information receiving terminals 3 Selected by 
the recipient Selecting unit 24. 
0032. The recipient selecting unit 24 selects one or more 
information receiving terminals 3 which match the transac 
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tion request (conditions for receiving the transaction request, 
which will be described later) from among the plurality of 
information receiving terminals 3 registered in the terminal 
registration DB27. For this purpose, individual information 
in the terminal registration DB 27 is used. When no condi 
tions for receiving the transaction request are defined, all of 
the registered information receiving terminals 3 are Selected. 

0.033 FIG. 3 shows an example of individual informa 
tion in the terminal registration DB 27. The individual 
information of the information receiving terminal 3 includes 
user names, personal information, profile information (or 
attribute information), and receiving denial flag (and their 
expiration time). The personal information may includes a 
telephone number, e-mail address, and Street address or the 
like, for example. The profile information may includes age, 
SeX, hobby, time information, and position information or 
the like. The time information indicates the time at which the 
position information was obtained. The position information 
is obtained through the position information detecting unit 
25. The position information and the associated time infor 
mation are updated each time new position information is 
obtained. The receiving denial flag will be described later. 
Similarly, individual information of the information trans 
mitting terminal 1 is also Stored. Items of individual infor 
mation of the information transmitting terminal 1 may or 
may not be the same as those of the individual information 
of information receiving terminals 3. A receiving denial flag 
is not provided for the information transmitting terminal 1. 

0034. When a condition for receiving a transaction 
request is “females at their twenties, the recipient Selecting 
unit 24 Selects information receiving terminals 3 which have 
profile information indicating which they are females at their 
twenties in the terminal registration DB 27. The recipient 
Selecting unit 24 refers to profile information of information 
receiving terminals 3 which have transmitted transaction 
acceptances, which will be described later, and discards 
transaction acceptances transmitted from information 
receiving terminals 3 which do not match conditions for 
receiving the transaction request. 

0035. Then, the recipient selecting unit 24 selects infor 
mation receiving terminals 3 which are within a Specified 
distance (within a physically short distance) from the infor 
mation transmitting terminal 1 among the information 
receiving terminals 3 Selected based on the profile informa 
tion. For this purpose, the recipient Selecting unit 24 obtains 
position information of the information transmitting termi 
nal 1 and information receiving terminals 3 from the posi 
tion information detecting unit 25. The selection finally 
determines the information receiving terminals 3 to which 
the transaction request is to be transmitted. Whether or not 
an information receiving terminal 3 is within the “predeter 
mined range' may be registered beforehand in the terminal 
registration DB 27 as individual information of the infor 
mation transmitting terminal 1, or may be specified in 
conditions for receiving a transaction request as required. In 
particular, the "predetermined range' is specified in terms of 
distance value. 

0.036 The transaction management unit 22 regards trans 
action acceptances received from information receiving ter 
minals 3 within expiration time of the transaction request as 
being valid based on the expiration time (which will be 
described later) set in the transaction request, and transmits 
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only those transaction acceptances to the information trans 
mitting terminal 1. The transaction management unit 22 also 
regards as valid only transaction possible/impossible indi 
cations received from the information transmitting terminal 
1 within expiration time of the transaction acceptance based 
on the expiration time (which will be described later) set in 
the transaction acceptance, and transmits only those indica 
tions to the information receiving terminals 3. After trans 
mitting a transaction request to information receiving ter 
minals 3, the transaction management unit 22 becomes 
waiting State for reception of a transaction acceptance (a 
response to the transaction request). After transmitting the 
transaction acceptance to the information transmitting ter 
minal 1, the transaction management unit 22 also becomes 
waiting State for reception of a transaction possible/impos 
Sible indication (response to a transaction acceptance). 
When the expiration time of the transaction request has 
expired, the transaction management unit 22 Stops waiting 
process for the reception. When no transaction acceptance is 
returned for the transaction request, the transaction manage 
ment unit 22 regards the transaction request as being invalid 
and notifies the information transmitting terminal 1 that the 
transaction has become Void. Also, the transaction manage 
ment unit 22 transmits a transaction Void notification to an 
information receiving terminal 3 which transmitted the 
transaction acceptance which was received after the expira 
tion time of the transaction request expired. The same 
applies to the case where the expiration time of the trans 
action acceptance has expired. 

0037 Alternatively, during a transaction acceptance wait 
period, new information receiving terminals 3 may be 
Selected in the same manner described earlier at regular time 
intervals, and the transaction request may be transmitted to 
them. In this case, when an upper limit (which will be 
described later) is set on the number of information termi 
nals 3 to which a transaction request is transmitted and when 
the upper limit is reached, the transaction request is not 
transmitted to additional information receiving terminals 3. 
When Such upper limit is not Set, an upper limit may be 
placed on the number of transaction acceptances to receive 
from information receiving terminals 3. 

0038 FIG. 2 shows an outline of a transaction brokerage 
process in a transaction brokerage method performed in the 
transaction brokerage system shown in FIG. 1. 

0039 Information receiving terminals 3 transmit a 
receiving denial indication (and its expiration times) to the 
transaction brokerage apparatus 2 (process #1). AS indicated 
by the dashed line in FIG. 2, the transmission of the 
receiving denial indication is discretion of the information 
receiving terminals 3. The information receiving terminals 3 
can transmit the receiving denial indication at any time 
regardless of whether during transaction request processing 
or not. AS shown in FIG. 3, when the transaction manage 
ment unit 22 receives the receiving denial indication, the 
transaction management unit 22 request the recipient Select 
ing unit 24 to Set a receiving denial flag and its expiration 
time in the terminal registration DB 27. The recipient 
Selecting unit 24 periodically checks the terminal registra 
tion DB 27 and clears receiving denial flags which expires 
their expiration time. The recipient Selecting unit 24 does not 
select information receiving terminals 3 for which the 
receiving denial flag is Set as recipients of the transaction 
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request. Consequently, the transaction request is transmitted 
to Such information receiving terminals 3. 
0040 AS indicated in a box drawn by dashed line in FIG. 
3, conditions for receiving denial may be added to receiving 
denial flags, when required. Receiving denial conditions 
may set condition for an information transmitting terminal 1 
from which an information receiving terminal 3 does not 
want to receive information. For example, a receiving denial 
indication may be set against an information transmitting 
terminal 1 from which only transaction requests of no 
interest are transmitted. The recipient Selecting unit 24 does 
not Select information receiving terminals 3 for which a 
receiving denial flag is Set as recipients of the transaction 
request transmitted from information terminals 1 which met 
a receiving denial condition, within expiration time of the 
receiving denial flag. 

0041. The information transmission terminal 1 transmits 
transaction request data (hereinafter referred to as first 
transaction request data) to the transaction brokerage appa 
ratus (process #2). FIG. 4A shows an example of the first 
transaction request data. The first transaction request data 
includes information of information transmitting terminal, 
the description of the transaction, a transaction expiration 
time, a condition for receiving the transaction request, 
permission for disclosure of individual information, a 
request for disclosure of individual information, a request 
for individual information disclosure as prerequisite, and the 
upper limit of number of information receiving terminals. 
The items in a box drawn by dashed line in FIG. 4A are 
essential items in the first transaction request data. The 
information transmitting terminal 1 which transmits the first 
transaction request data must provides at least the essential 
items. Items outside the box drawn by dashed line are 
optional items. Optional items are added (inputted) by the 
information transmitting terminal 1 which transmits the first 
transaction request data, when required. The Same applies to 
the data shown in FIGS. 4B to 4E. 

0042. The “information of information transmitting ter 
minal' indicates that information transmitting terminal 1 has 
transmitted the first transmission request data. The "descrip 
tion of the transaction request' describes contents of the 
transaction. The “transaction expiration time' indicates the 
time at which the first transaction request data is no longer 
valid (the data is valid until that time). The “condition for 
receiving transaction request' represents a condition for 
Specifying information receiving terminals 3 (or the users) to 
which the information transmitting terminal 1 wants to 
transmit the transaction request. The “permission for disclo 
Sure of individual information' indicates that the informa 
tion transmitting terminal 1 permits disclosure of its indi 
vidual information to the information receiving terminals 3. 
The “request for disclosure of individual information” indi 
cates that the information transmission terminal 1 requests 
for disclosure of individual information of the information 
receiving terminals 3. The “request for disclosure of indi 
vidual information as prerequisite' indicates that the infor 
mation transmitting terminal 1 does not perform the trans 
action with an information receiving terminal 3 unless the 
information receiving terminal 3 discloses its individual 
information. The “upper limit of the number of information 
receiving terminals' indicates the upper limits of the number 
of information receiving terminals 3 which can be Selected 
as the recipients of the transaction requests. 
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0043. By adding the expiration time of the transaction 
request to the transaction request, the information transmit 
ting terminal 1 can Specify the time until when transaction 
brokerage is valid, namely, how long the information trans 
mitting terminal 1 waits until the transaction is Settled. For 
example, when the transaction is of urgency, the time may 
be set to a value close to the current time, otherwise, the time 
may be set to a value far from the current time. Depending 
on this information, the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 
Selects information receiving terminals 3 which meet the 
condition for receiving the transaction request (or receiving 
terminals 3 which are within a predetermined range from the 
information transmitting terminal 1, for example) at regular 
intervals, and delivers the transaction request to them, within 
the expiration time of the transaction request. Consequently, 
the information transmitting terminal 1 can be prevented 
from waiting infinitely for a transaction acceptance for Some 
CaSO. 

0044. By adding a condition for receiving the transaction 
request to the transaction request, the information transmit 
ting terminal 1 can specify condition of information receiv 
ing terminals 3 to which the information transmitting ter 
minal 1 transmits the transaction request. For example, the 
information transmitting terminal 1 can Specify information 
receiving terminals 3 which are within a predetermined 
range from the information transmitting terminal 1 and meet 
the condition for receiving the transaction request. By add 
ing permission for disclosure of individual information to 
the transaction request, the information transmitting termi 
nal 1 can specify whether the information transmitting 
terminal 1 permits disclosure of its individual information. 
Depending on this information, the transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2 adds or deletes the individual information of the 
information transmitting terminal 1 to or from Second trans 
action request data (which will be described later), when the 
Second transaction request data is delivered to the informa 
tion receiving terminals 3. By adding a individual informa 
tion disclosure request to the transaction request, the infor 
mation transmitting terminal 1 can Specify whether or not 
the terminal 1 requests the information receiving terminals 
3 to disclose their individual information. Depending on this 
information, the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 requests 
the information receiving terminal 3 to disclose their indi 
vidual information when the apparatus 2 delivers the Second 
transaction request data to the terminal 3. 
0045 By adding a “request for disclosure of individual 
information as prerequisite' of the information receiving 
terminals 3 to the transaction request, the information trans 
mitting terminal 1 can specify that disclosure of individual 
information of the information receiving terminals 3 is an 
essential condition of the Settlement of the transaction. 
Depending on this information, when the transaction bro 
kerage apparatus 2 transmits the Second transaction request 
data to the information receiving terminal 3, firstly the 
transaction brokerage apparatus 2 transmits a “request for 
disclosure of individual information as prerequisite' to the 
information receiving terminals 3. Then, only when the 
individual information is disclosed in transaction acceptan 
ces from information receiving terminals 3, the transaction 
brokerage apparatus 2 transmits those transaction acceptan 
ces to the information transmitting terminal 1. 
0046 Adding various conditions concerning disclosure 
of individual information in this way can control whether or 
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not individual information is disclosed before the settlement 
of a transaction. That is, unless "permission for disclosure of 
individual information' is added to the transaction request, 
the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 does not disclose the 
individual information of the information transmitting ter 
minal 1 to the information receiving terminals 3 until the 
transaction is settled (until the completion of process #7 in 
FIG. 2). Furthermore, unless a “request for disclosure of 
individual information as prerequisite' is added to the 
transaction request, the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 
does not discloses the individual information of the infor 
mation receiving terminals 3 to the information transmitting 
terminal 1 until the transaction is Settled. 

0047. By adding the upper limit of the number of infor 
mation receiving terminals 3 to the transaction request, the 
information transmitting terminal 1 can specify that the 
terminal 1 performs the transaction with a Smaller number of 
information receiving terminals 3 than the limit. Depending 
on this information, the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 
does not transmit the transaction request to a number of 
information receiving terminals 3 greater than or equal to the 
upper limit. And, when the transaction brokerage apparatus 
2 receives a greater number of transaction acceptances from 
information receiving terminals 3 than the upper limit, the 
transaction brokerage apparatus 2 discards transaction 
acceptances it Subsequently receives. Due to this processing, 
the transaction request is not delivered to all the information 
receiving terminals 3 registered in the terminal registration 
DB27, but can be delivered to limited information receiving 
terminals 3 in consideration of position information as will 
be described below. Consequently, processes and operations 
in the information transmitting terminal 1 can be simplified. 
0.048. The transaction brokerage apparatus 2 which 
receives the first transaction request data assigns a transac 
tion ID to the first transaction request data, and transmits the 
assigned transaction ID back to the information transmitting 
terminal 1 (process #2"). The transaction brokerage appara 
tuS 2 also generates Second transaction request databased on 
the first transaction request data, and transmits it to a 
plurality of information receiving terminals 3 (process #3). 
After this the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 becomes the 
waiting State until the transaction expiration time expires as 
described earlier. FIG. 4B shows an example of second 
transaction request data. The Second transaction request data 
includes a transaction ID, the description of the transaction 
request, transaction expiration time, individual information 
of the information transmitting terminal 1, a request for 
disclosure of individual information, and a request for 
disclosure of individual information as prerequisite. 
0049. The individual information of the information 
transmitting terminal 1 is added to the transaction request 
when the first transaction request data in FIG. 4A includes 
permission for disclosure of individual information. The 
individual information of the information transmitting ter 
minal 1 is provided beforehand (not shown) in the transac 
tion brokerage apparatuS 2. The individual information may 
be transmitted from the information transmitting terminal 1 
along with the first transaction request data. The “request for 
disclosure of individual information” and “request for dis 
closure of individual information as prerequisite' are added 
when the first transaction request data includes them. 
0050. The information transmitting terminal 1, which has 
transmitted the transaction request previously, transmits a 
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transaction Suspension request to the transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2 (process #4). Transmitting of the transaction 
Suspension request is discretion of the information transmit 
ting terminal 1, as shown by the dashed line in FIG. 2. The 
information transmitting terminal 1 can transmit a transac 
tion Suspension any time regardless of whether during 
transaction request processing or not. When receiving the 
transaction Suspension request, the transaction management 
unit 22 performs a process for Suspending the transaction. In 
particular, the transaction management unit 22 notifies each 
of the information receiving terminals 3 to which the trans 
action request has been transmitted previously, and allows 
them to stop waiting process for transaction (or eliminating 
the Session described later). For this purpose, in the Session, 
the transaction management unit 22 holds individual infor 
mation of the information receiving terminals 3 which have 
transmitted a transaction request. 

0051 When accepting the transaction, an information 
receiving terminals 3 which has received the Second trans 
action request data generates transaction acceptance data 
(hereinafter referred to as first transaction acceptance data), 
and transmits it to the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 
(process #5). FIG. 4C shows an example of first transaction 
acceptance data. The first transaction acceptance data 
includes a transaction request ID, transaction acceptance 
expiration time, and permission for disclosure of individual 
information. The transaction expiration time indicates the 
time until which the transaction acceptance is valid. The 
permission for disclosure of individual information indicates 
that the information receiving terminal 3 permits its indi 
vidual information to be disclosed to the information trans 
mitting terminal 1. When a request for disclosure of indi 
vidual information of the information receiving terminals 3 
as prerequisite is provided, permission for disclosure of 
individual information of the information receiving terminal 
3 is required for the transaction to begin. Therefore, when 
permission for disclosure of individual information is not 
given by the information receiving terminal 3, the transac 
tion management unit 22 at this point notifies the informa 
tion receiving terminal 3 that the transaction has become 
void. 

0052 By Adding the “expiration time” to the transaction 
acceptance, it is possible to avoid malicious behavior Such 
as intentional postponement of notification of the transaction 
possible/impossible by the information transmitting terminal 
1, and the accident that the information receiving terminal 3 
infinitely waits a notification of the transaction possible/ 
impossible for Some reason. By adding “permission for 
disclosure of individual information' to the transaction 
acceptance, the information receiving terminal 3 can Specify 
whether or not the terminal 3 permits disclosure of its own 
individual information. Depending on this information, 
when delivering Second transaction acceptance data 
(described later) to the information transmitting terminal 1, 
the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 add or omit the 
individual information of the information receiving terminal 
3 to or form the Second transaction acceptance data. Unless 
permission for disclosure of individual information is added 
to the transaction acceptance, the transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2 does not disclose the individual information of 
the information receiving terminal 3 to the information 
transmitting terminal 1 until the transaction is Settled. 
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0053. The transaction brokerage apparatus 2, which 
received the first transaction acceptance data, assigns a 
transaction acceptance ID to the first transaction acceptance 
data and transmits the added transaction acceptance ID back 
to the information receiving terminal 3 which has transmit 
ted the first transaction acceptance data (process #5). The 
transaction brokerage apparatus 2 generates Second transac 
tion acceptance data based on the first transaction accep 
tance data and transmits it to the information transmitting 
apparatus 1 (process #6). After this, the transaction broker 
age apparatus 2 becomes waiting State for receiving a 
transaction possible/impossible indication until the transac 
tion acceptance expiration time expires, as described above. 
FIG. 4D shows an example of second transaction accep 
tance data. The Second transaction acceptance data includes 
a transaction request ID, a transaction acceptance ID, trans 
action acceptance expiration time, and individual informa 
tion of information receiving terminal. 

0.054 The information receiving terminal 3, which has 
received the Second transaction acceptance data, generates 
transaction possible/impossible data in accordance with the 
transaction acceptance and transmits it to the transaction 
brokerage apparatus 2 (process #6). FIG. 4E shows an 
example of transaction possible/impossible data. The trans 
action possible/impossible data includes a transaction 
request ID, a transaction acceptance ID, and a transaction 
possible/impossible indication. The transaction possible/ 
impossible indication is set to “possible” when the informa 
tion receiving terminal 3 decided to conduct (or settle) the 
transaction or “impossible' when it decides not to conduct 
the transaction. 

0.055 The transaction brokerage apparatus 2, which 
received the transaction possible/impossible data, transmits 
it to the information receiving terminal 3 (process #7), then 
a transaction Success indication to the information transmit 
ting terminal 1 and the information receiving terminal 3 
(process #8). When the transaction is settled, after process 
#8, the transaction management unit 22 directs the recipient 
selecting unit 24 to retrieve individual information of the 
information transmitting unit 1 from the terminal registra 
tion DB and to provide it to the information receiving 
terminal 3, or, similarly, individual information of the infor 
mation receiving terminal 3 to the information transmitting 
terminal 1, as required (or requested). In process #8, the 
transaction management unit 22 directs the transaction infor 
mation recording unit 23 to records log information on the 
transaction in the transaction log file 26. The transaction log 
information includes information of the information trans 
mitting terminal 1 which transmitted the transaction request, 
the information receiving terminal 3 which transmitted the 
transaction acceptance, and the transaction request ID, for 
example. 

0056 FIG. 5 shows a flow of transaction brokerage 
proceSS performed in the transaction brokerage apparatus of 
the transaction brokerage system shown in FIG. 1. 

0057 The transaction transmission and reception unit 21 
receives a transaction request (or transaction request data) 
shown in FIG. 4A from the information transmitting termi 
nal 1 and provides it to the transaction management unit 22 
(step S11). This corresponds to process #2 in FIG. 2. The 
transaction management unit 22 generates a Session (or a 
thread) relating to the received transaction request data (Step 
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S12). That is, the transaction management unit 22 generates 
one Session for one transaction request. In particular, the 
transaction management unit 22 activates one new Session 
(or a process or thread) and performs a transaction request 
processing in the Session at each time it receives a transac 
tion request, in a reception waiting proceSS until the expi 
ration time of the transaction request expires. Therefore, 
even while processing one transaction request, the transac 
tion management unit 22 can receive and handle another 
transaction request from another information receiving ter 
minal 3. By generating a Session for each transaction 
requests, multiple transaction requests are handled in paral 
lel at the same time. 

0058. The transaction management unit 22 assigns a 
unique transaction ID (ID which identifies the session) to the 
transaction request in the Session and directs the transaction 
transmission and reception unit 21 to transmits the transac 
tion ID. In response to this direction, the transaction trans 
mission and reception unit 21 transmits the transaction ID to 
the information transmitting terminal 1 (step S13). This step 
corresponds to process #2" in FIG. 2. 

0059. The transaction management unit 22 generates a 
transaction request (or transaction request data) shown in 
FIG. 4B based on the transaction request shown in FIG. 4A, 
and directs the transaction transmission and reception unit 
21 to transmit the transaction request. In response to the 
direction, the transaction transmission and reception unit 21 
transmits the transaction request to a plurality of information 
receiving terminals 3 (step S14). Then, various items of data 
are transmitted in a similar manner. Step S14 corresponds to 
process #3 in FIG. 2. Step S14 will be described later with 
reference to FIG. 6. 

0060 Each of the plurality of information receiving ter 
minals 3 which received the transaction request transmits a 
transaction request shown in FIG. 4C to the transaction 
brokerage apparatus 2 when the information receiving ter 
minal 3 wants to accept the transaction request. This corre 
sponds to process #5 in FIG. 2. When receiving the trans 
action acceptance, the transaction transmission and 
reception unit 21 provides it to the transaction management 
unit 22. Then, various items of data are received in a similar 

C. 

0061. After step S14, the session enters waiting state for 
receiving of a response and determines whether or not it is 
within the transaction expiration time (or the transaction 
expiration time has expired) at regular intervals (step S15). 
When the expiration time has not expired, the transaction 
management unit 22 in the Session determines whether or 
not a response from an information receiving terminal 3 has 
been received (process #5 in FIG. 2) at the transaction 
transmission and reception unit 21 (step S16). When no 
response is received, Step S15 and the Subsequent Steps are 
repeated. When a response is received, the transaction 
management unit 22 further determines whether the 
response represents a transaction acceptance or a transaction 
Suspension request (Step S17). When the response represents 
a transaction acceptance, the transaction management unit 
22 performs a transaction acceptance process (step S18). 
This corresponds to processes #5' to #7 in FIG. 2. Step S18 
will be described later with reference to FIG. 7. Then, the 
transaction management unit 22 ends the Session relating to 
the received transaction request (step S19). 
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0062) When the response represents a transaction suspen 
Sion request at Step S17, the transaction management unit 22 
performs a transaction Suspension process (step S110), 
transmits notification of the Suspension of the transaction to 
the information receiving terminals 3 (step S111), and then 
performs step S19. 
0.063. When the expiration time has expired at step S15, 
the transaction management unit 22 transmits notification 
that the transaction has failed to the information transmitting 
terminal 1, transmits notification of end of the transaction to 
the information receiving terminals 3 (step S112), and then 
the step S19 is performed. 
0.064 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a transaction request 
proceSS and ShowS details of the transaction request delivery 
process at step S14 in FIG. 5. 
0065. The transaction management unit 22, which starts 
the transaction request delivery process, directs the position 
information detecting unit 25 to detect position of the 
information transmitting terminal 1. In response to this 
direction, the position information detecting unit 25 detects 
the position of the information transmitting terminal 1 and 
returns a result to the transaction management unit 22 (Step 
S21). 
0.066. In response to a direction from the transaction 
management unit 22, the recipient Selecting unit 24 Selects 
one of the information receiving terminals 3 in the terminal 
registration DB (step S22), and determines whether or not a 
receiving denial flag is set by the Selected terminal 3 (Step 
S23). When a receiving denial flag is not set, the recipient 
Selecting unit 24 requests the position information detecting 
unit 25 to detect position of the selected information receiv 
ing terminal 3. In response to this, the position information 
detecting unit 25 detects the position of the information 
receiving terminal 3 and transmits a result back to the 
recipient selecting unit 24 (step S24). When the position of 
the information receiving terminal 3 which has obtained at 
Step S24 is within a predetermined range from position of 
the information transmitting terminal 1 which has obtained 
at Step S21, the recipient Selecting unit 24 Selects the 
information recipient terminal 3 (step S25). 
0067. Then, the recipient selecting terminal 24 deter 
mines whether or not the number of information receiving 
terminals 3 Selected at Step S25 does not exceed a prede 
termined upper limit (step S26). When the number does not 
exceeds the upper limit, Step S22 and Subsequent Steps are 
repeated. When the number exceeds the upper limit, the 
recipient Selecting unit 24 notifies a result of the Selection to 
the transaction management unit 22. Based on the notifica 
tion, the transaction management unit 22 transmits the 
transaction request to each of the Selected information 
receiving terminals 3 through the transaction transmission 
and reception unit 21 (step S27). Step S27 actually corre 
sponds to process #3 in FIG. 2. 
0068 FIG. 7 is a transaction acceptance process flow and 
shows details of the transaction acceptance proceSS per 
formed at step S18 in FIG. 5. 
0069. The transaction management unit 22 issues a trans 
action acceptance ID and transmits it to the information 
receiving terminal 3 through the transaction transmission 
and reception unit 21 (step S31). This step corresponds to 
process #5" in FIG. 2. Then, the transaction management 
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unit 22 generates a transaction acceptance (or transaction 
acceptance data) shown in FIG. 4D based on the transaction 
acceptance shown in FIG. 4C, and transmits the generated 
transaction acceptance to the information transmitting ter 
minal 1 through the transaction transmission and reception 
unit 21 (step S32). This corresponds to process #6 in FIG. 
2. 

0070 The information transmitting terminal 1, which 
receives the transaction acceptance, transmits a transaction 
possible/impossible indication (or transaction possible/im 
possible data) shown in FIG. 4E to the transaction broker 
age apparatus 2, when the terminal 1 wants to Settle the 
transaction corresponding to the received transaction accep 
tance. This corresponds to process #6' in FIG. 2. 
0071 After step S32, the session (or the transaction 
management unit 22) enters waiting State for receiving of a 
response, and the transaction management unit 22 deter 
mines whether or not a transaction possible/impossible 
indication has been received from the information transmit 
ting terminal 1 through the information transmission and 
reception unit 21 after the expiration time of the transaction 
expires (step S33). When the transaction possible/impos 
Sible indication has not been received, the transaction man 
agement unit 22 transmits a transaction failure indication 
through the transaction transmission and reception unit 21 to 
the information transmitting terminal 1 which has transmit 
ted the transaction acceptance, and further transmits a trans 
action Void indication in response to transaction possible/ 
impossible indications Subsequently transmitted from the 
information transmitting terminal 1 (step S34). 
0072. When a transaction possible/impossible indication 
is received at Step S33, the transaction management unit 22 
further determines whether the transaction possible/impos 
sible indication indicates success or failure (step S35). When 
it indicates that the transaction has Succeeded, the transac 
tion management unit 22 transmits the transaction possible/ 
impossible indication to the information receiving terminal 
3 through the transaction transmission and reception unit 21 
(step S36). This corresponds to process #7 in FIG. 2. The 
transaction management unit 22 also transmits the transac 
tion Success indication to the information transmitting ter 
minal 1 and the information receiving terminal 3 thorough 
the transaction transmission and reception unit 21 (Step 
S37). This corresponds to process #8 in FIG. 2. Then, the 
transaction management unit 22 directs the transaction infor 
mation recording unit 23 to record information of the 
transaction Success (transaction Success information) as a 
transaction log. In response to this direction, the transaction 
information recording unit 23 records the transaction log in 
the transaction log file 26 (step S38). 
0073. When the transaction possible/impossible indica 
tion indicates “impossible” at step S35, the transaction 
management unit 22 transmits the transaction failure indi 
cation to the information receiving terminal 3 through the 
transaction transmission and reception unit 21 (step S39). 
0074 FIG. 8 shows an example of transaction brokerage 
by the transaction brokerage System. In this example, a Store 
Such as a department Store is an information transmitter and 
its customers are information receivers. For example, the 
department Store mails (delivers) advertisements Such as 
reduced-price time information or bargain Sale information 
to targeted customers within a Specified range from the 
department Store. 
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0075. In this example, an information transmitting termi 
nal 1 is provided at the department Store together with a 
transaction brokerage apparatus 2. That is, the information 
transmitting terminal 1 is provided as a terminal of a host 
computer (or Server) 6, which is a transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2. Therefore, step S21 in FIG. 6 for detecting 
position of the information transmitting terminal 1 can be 
omitted. The information transmitting terminal 1 is con 
nected with the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 Via a local 
area network, for example. Thus, connection between them 
is not limited to wireless the connection. Information receiv 
ing terminals 3 may be internet-capable portable telephones 
carried by the customers. The information receiving termi 
nals 3 are connected to a network 5 through wireleSS 
communication means which is well known and also con 
nected to the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 through the 
Internet (not shown). Only one of the information receiving 
terminals 3 is shown in FIG. 8 (also in FIG. 9). A position 
detecting device 4 is provided by the telecommunication 
company, for example, which operates the network 5 in 
order to detect the position of information receiving termi 
nals (portable telephones) 3. Alternatively, information 
receiving terminals 3 may include as a position detecting 
device 4 the well known capability of detecting GPS signals 
for detecting their position (GPS detection capability). 
0.076 Customers, who want to receive advertisements of 
the Store, register their individual information beforehand in 
a terminal registration DB27 from their information receiv 
ing terminals 3 (or through other means Such as the postal 
mail). The individual information is information which the 
customers permit to disclose. AS described earlier, indi 
vidual information of the customer includes profile infor 
mation Such as age, Sex, and hobby, etc. and personal 
information Such as telephone number and e-mail address, 
etc. 

0.077 At the department store, the information transmit 
ting terminal 1 transmits first transaction request data to the 
transaction brokerage apparatus 2. In the first transaction 
request data, the description of the transaction request may 
be “goods X are made available at a reduced price to first 100 
customers who accept the transaction,” the expiration time 
of the transaction request may be “within an hour (from the 
current time or transmission time), and the conditions for 
receiving transaction request may be “the recipients are 
females at their twenties or thirties.” Also, permission for 
disclosure of individual information of the department store 
is added. The individual information may be the name and 
Street address of the department Store, etc. Thus, the indi 
vidual information of the department Store can be disclosed 
before the settlement of the transaction and the credibility of 
the transaction can be enhanced. The upper limit of the 
number of the information receiving terminals 3 may be Set 
to “100”. However, the upper limit may be set to “200” in 
practice because all transactions received are not necessarily 
be settled. 

0078. The transaction brokerage apparatus 2 selects 
recipients (or the information receiving terminals 3) who are 
females at their twenties and thirties from the transaction 
registration DB27 based on the conditions for receiving the 
transaction request. From among them, the transaction bro 
kerage apparatus 2 Selects information receiving terminals 3 
within “the Specified range' from the department Store, and 
transmits the transaction request to them. In this example, 
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information receiving terminals 3 within the Specified range 
are Selected by using communication means the coverage 
area of which is limited as indicated by the dashed line in 
FIG. 8. Since the information receiving terminals 3 are 
portable telephones, only the information receiving termi 
nals 3 are Selected whose transmission antennas are found 
within a range of 400 meters, for example, from the depart 
ment Store. Alternatively, the positions of the information 
transmitting terminal 1 and information receiving terminals 
3 are detected and the information receiving terminals 3 
which are within a predetermined range (for example 500 
meters) are selected. Distance conditions of transaction 
request receiverS may be added when the transaction request 
is transmitted from the information transmitting terminal 1. 

0079 When an information receiving terminal 3 (or its 
user), which received the transaction request, decides to 
accept the transaction, the information receiving terminal 3 
set expiration time as “Within 5 minutes from now” and 
transmits a transaction acceptance to the transaction broker 
age apparatus 2. The transaction brokerage apparatus 2 
receives the transaction acceptance, and when the expiration 
time of the transaction request has not expired and the upper 
limits of the number of information receiving terminals has 
not been exceeded, transmits the transaction acceptance to 
the information transmitting terminal 1. When the informa 
tion transmitting terminal 1 can conduct the transaction, the 
information transmitting terminal 1 transmits “transaction 
possible” Set in the transaction possible/impossible indica 
tion to the transaction brokerage apparatus 2. When the 
expiration time of the transaction acceptance has not 
expired, the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 transmits the 
transaction possible/impossible indication to the information 
receiving terminal 3. At this point of time, the transaction is 
settled. When the information transmitting terminal 1 wants 
to close the transaction before the expiration time (for 
example, when a desired number of customers have been 
reached), the information transmitting terminal 1 transmits a 
transaction Suspension indication to the transaction broker 
age apparatus 2. In response to this, the transaction broker 
age apparatus 2 notifies the information receiving terminals 
3 that the transaction has been closed and discards further 
received transaction acceptances. 
0080. By transmitting through the transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2, customers can transmit and receive data for a 
transaction to and from the department Store without dis 
closing their individual informations to the department Store 
until the transaction is Settled. After a transaction is Settled, 
the transaction is conducted directly between the customer 
and department Store. Therefore, the individual informations 
can be disclosed between the customer and department Store 
to each other, when needed. 

0081 FIG. 9 shows an example of transaction brokerage 
performed by the transaction brokerage System. In this 
example, information transmitters are customers and an 
information receiver is a Service provider, and one user 
contacts taxis within a given range in order to call a taxi in 
the shortest possible time. 

0082 In this example, an information receiving terminal 
3 is provided in a mobile element 7 such as a taxi. Infor 
mation transmitting terminals 1 and information receiving 
terminals 3 are internet-capable portable telephones. The 
information transmitting terminal 1 is carried by a customer, 
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for example, and the information receiving terminals 3 are 
carried by the drivers of taxis 7. The information transmit 
ting terminal 1 and information receiving terminals 3 are 
connected to a network 5 through well-known wireless 
communication means and connected to a transaction bro 
kerage apparatus 2 through the Internet (not shown). The 
information receiving terminal 3 may be a personal com 
puter, personal digital assistants, or mobile communication 
device which are internet-capable, for example. A position 
information detecting device 4 is provided by the telecom 
munication company which operates the network 5, for 
example, in order to detect position of information trans 
mitting terminals (portable telephones) 1. The information 
receiving terminal 3 includes a GPS position detecting 
device 4", which is well known, for detecting GPS signals to 
detect position of the information receiving terminal 3, in 
place of the position information detecting device 4. The 
position of the information receiving terminal 3 is detected 
by the GPS position detecting device 4'. Alternatively, the 
position information detecting device 4 may also detect 
position of the information receiving terminal 3. 

0.083. A taxi 7 which wants to receive a transaction 
request registers individual information of the taxi 7 in a 
terminal registration DB 27 beforehand through its own 
information receiving terminal 3. The individual informa 
tion may include name of taxi company, fleet number, and 
capacity of the taxi. 

0084. A user of an information transmitting terminal 1, 
who would be a potential user of a taxi 7, transmits first 
transaction request data to the transaction brokerage appa 
ratuS 2. In the first transaction request data, the description 
of the transaction may be “Four-passenger taxi, and the 
expiration time of the transaction request may be “Within 
fifteen minutes from the current position (or within a radius 
of one kilometer of the current position), for example. Also, 
a request for disclosure of individual information of the 
information receiving terminal 3 as prerequisite is added to 
the data. This allows the individual information of the taxi 
7 having the information receiving terminal 3 to be disclosed 
to the user of the information transmitting terminal 1 before 
the transaction is Settled. Therefore, the user can Start the 
transaction with Security. 

0085. The transaction brokerage apparatus 2 selects the 
information receiving terminals 3 of taxis 7 which are 
“four-passenger taxis' from the terminal registration DB 27 
based on the conditions for receiving the transaction request, 
and from among them, further Selects information receiving 
terminals 3 which are at positions “within 15 minutes' drive 
from the information transmitting terminal 1 of the passen 
ger and transmits the transaction request to them. In this 
example, the transaction brokerage apparatus 2 (the recipi 
ent Selecting unit 24) detects the distance between the 
information transmitting terminal 1 and the information 
receiving terminals 3, converts the distance into approxi 
mate driving time by an empirical method, and makes the 
selection. Only the information receiving terminals 3 within 
15 minutes drive to the information transmitting terminal 1 
are selected as indicated by dashed line in FIG. 9. For 
example, Since the information receiving terminals 3 are 
portable telephones, only the information receiving termi 
nals 3 are Selected whose transmission antennas are found 
within 15 minutes drive from the position of the informa 
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tion transmitting terminal 1. Delivery of the transmission 
request may be limited beforehand to taxis 7 within “a radius 
of one kilometer.” 

0086) When (the user of) an information receiving ter 
minal 3 decides to accept the transaction, the terminal 3 Sets 
the expiration time of the transaction acceptance to “within 
two minutes from now,” for example, and transmits the 
transaction acceptance to the transaction brokerage appara 
tuS 2. The transaction acceptance includes permission for 
disclosing individual information of the information receiv 
ing terminal 3. Without this permission, the transaction 
acceptance would be discarded. Then the transaction is 
Settled in a manner Similar to the example described earlier. 
0087. By transmitting through the transaction brokerage 
apparatus 2, the passenger can transmit a transaction request 
to empty taxis within a given range, rather than calling a taxi 
company to request to dispatch a taxi 7, So that the passenger 
can get a taxi 7 in the shortest possible time. The driver of 
a taxi 7 can conveniently receive within two minutes a 
response indicating whether the transaction is possible or 
not. Furthermore, the passenger can transmit and receive 
data for the transaction without disclosing his/her individual 
information to the driver of the taxi 7 until the transaction is 
Settled, as described above. 
0088 AS has been described, according to the transaction 
brokerage method and apparatus of the present invention, 
the user of an information transmitting terminal can Select, 
as a party with whom the user conducts a transaction, the 
user of an information receiving terminal which is within a 
Specified range from the information transmitting terminal 
and from which the information transmitting terminal can 
receive a transaction acceptance within an expiration time 
Specified in the transaction request. Thus, a Service or goods 
provider as the information transmitter can deliver informa 
tion of Services or goods which the provider provides in a 
physically limited area in a relatively short time period to 
target consumerS Selected effectively. A consumer as the 
information transmitter can Select the Service provider which 
can provide a Service in the shortest possible time, namely, 
the Service provider nearest to the consumer, and ask for the 
Service. 

0089. Furthermore, the transaction brokerage program 
and the recording medium recording the program can realize 
the transaction brokerage method and apparatus described 
above readily. Thus, a Service or goods provider as the 
information transmitter can readily deliver information of 
Services or goods which the provider provides in a physi 
cally limited area in a relatively short time period to target 
consumerS Selected effectively. A consumer as the informa 
tion transmitter can readily Select the Service provider which 
can provide a Service in the shortest possible time, namely, 
the Service provider nearest to the consumer, and ask for the 
Service. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A transaction brokerage method for brokering a trans 

action between an information transmitting terminal and 
information receiving terminal connected through a trans 
action brokerage apparatus, the method comprising: 

registering a plurality of the information receiving termi 
nals in advance; 
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receiving a transaction request transmitted from the infor 
mation transmitting terminal, the transaction request 
including expiration time of the transaction request; 

Selecting one or more of the information receiving termi 
nals which are within a predetermined range from the 
information transmitting terminal from the registered 
information receiving terminals as one or more recipi 
ents of the transaction request, and transmitting the 
transaction request to the Selected one or more infor 
mation receiving terminals, 

receiving transaction acceptances from the information 
receiving terminals, 

regarding one or more of the transaction acceptances 
which have been received within the expiration time 
included in the transaction request as valid transaction 
acceptances, and transmitting only the valid transaction 
acceptances to the information transmitting terminal; 

receiving a transaction possible or impossible indication 
from the information transmitting terminal; and 

transmitting the transaction possible or impossible indi 
cation to the information receiving terminals. 

2. The transaction brokerage method according to claim 1, 
wherein the transaction acceptance includes expiration 

time of the transaction acceptance, and 

wherein one or more of the transaction possible or impos 
Sible indications which are received within the expira 
tion time included in the transaction acceptance are 
regarded as valid transaction possible or impossible 
indications, and only the valid transaction possible or 
impossible indications are transmitted to the informa 
tion receiving terminals. 

3. The transaction brokerage method according to claim 1, 

wherein the transaction request includes a condition for 
receiving the transaction request, 

wherein the information receiving terminals are registered 
together with individual information of the information 
receiving terminals, and 

wherein information receiving terminals which meet the 
condition for receiving a transaction request included in 
the transaction request and are within a predetermined 
range form the information transmitting terminal are 
Selected as the recipients. 

4. The transaction brokerage method according to claim 1, 

wherein the transaction request includes an upper limit of 
the number of information receiving terminals, and 

wherein the transaction request is transmitted to a number 
of the information receiving terminals, the number 
being less than or equal to the upper limit included in 
the transaction request. 

5. The transaction brokerage method according to claim 1, 
wherein the transaction request includes a request to the 

information receiving terminal for disclosure of indi 
vidual information of the information receiving termi 
nal as a prerequisite; and 

wherein the transaction acceptances are transmitted to the 
information transmitting terminal only when the trans 
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action acceptances includes permission for disclosure 
of the individual information of the information receiv 
ing terminals. 

6. The transaction brokerage method according to claim 1, 
further comprising: 

receiving a receiving denial indication and expiration time 
of the receiving denial indication transmitted from the 
information receiving terminal; and 

excluding information receiving terminals which have 
transmitted the receiving denial indication from the 
recipients of the transaction request within the expira 
tion time of the receiving denial indication. 

7. The transaction brokerage method according to claim 1, 
further comprising: 

receiving a transaction Suspension indication transmitted 
from the information transmitting terminal; and 

terminating processing of the transaction request trans 
mitted from the information transmitting terminal 
which has transmitted the transaction Suspension indi 
cation. 

8. A transaction brokerage apparatus for brokering a 
transaction between an information transmitting terminal 
and information receiving terminal, the apparatus compris 
ing: 

a transaction transmission and reception unit to receive a 
transaction request including expiration time of the 
transaction request from the information transmitting 
terminal, transmit the transaction request to the infor 
mation receiving terminal, receive a transaction accep 
tance including expiration time of the transaction 
acceptance from the information receiving terminal, 
transmit the transaction acceptance to the information 
transmitting terminal, and receive a transaction pos 
sible or impossible indication from the information 
transmitting terminal; 

a terminal registration database to register a plurality of 
the information receiving terminals and individual 
information of the information receiving terminals, 

a position information detecting unit to obtain position 
information of the information transmitting terminals 
and information receiving terminals, 

a recipient Selection unit to Select one or more of the 
information receiving terminals registered in the ter 
minal registration database as one or more of recipient 
of the transaction request, and Select one or more of the 
Selected information receiving terminals based on the 
position information of the information transmitting 
terminal and information receiving terminals, and 

a transaction management unit to control the transaction 
transmission and receiving unit to transmit the trans 
action request to the information receiving terminals 
Selected by the recipient Selecting unit, regard transac 
tion acceptances received within the expiration time of 
the transaction request as valid transaction acceptances, 
transmit only the valid transaction acceptances to the 
information transmitting terminal, regard transaction 
possible or impossible indications received within the 
expiration time of the transaction acceptance as valid 
transaction possible or impossible indications, and 
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transmit only the valid transaction possible or impos 
Sible indications to the transaction information receiv 
ing terminals. 

9. A transaction brokerage program for realizing a trans 
action brokerage apparatus for brokering a transaction 
between an information transmitting terminal and informa 
tion receiving terminal, wherein the program causes a com 
puter to execute: 

registering a plurality of the information receiving termi 
nals in advance; 

receiving a transaction request transmitted from the infor 
mation transmitting terminal, the transaction request 
including expiration time of the transaction request; 

Selecting one or more of the information receiving termi 
nals which are within a predetermined range from the 
information transmitting terminal as one or more of 
recipient of the transaction request, and transmitting the 
transaction request to the Selected information receiv 
ing terminals, 

receiving transaction acceptances from the information 
receiving terminals, 

regarding one or more of the transaction acceptances 
which have been received within the expiration time 
included in the transaction request as valid transaction 
acceptances, and transmitting only the valid transaction 
acceptances to the information transmitting terminal; 

receiving a transaction possible or impossible indication 
from the information transmitting terminal; and 

transmitting the transaction possible or impossible indi 
cation to the information receiving terminals. 
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10. A computer-readable program recording medium 
recording a transaction brokerage program for realizing a 
transaction brokerage apparatus for brokering a transaction 
between an information transmitting terminal and informa 
tion receiving terminal wherein the program causes the 
computer to execute: 

registering a plurality of the information receiving termi 
nals in advance; 

receiving a transaction request transmitted from the infor 
mation transmitting terminal, the transaction request 
including expiration time of the transaction request; 

Selecting one or more of the information receiving termi 
nals which are within a predetermined range from the 
information transmitting terminal as one or more of 
recipient of the transaction request, and transmitting the 
transaction request to the Selected information receiv 
ing terminals, 

receiving transaction acceptances from the information 
receiving terminals, 

regarding one or more of the transaction acceptances 
which have been received within the expiration time 
included in the transaction request as valid transaction 
acceptances, and transmitting only the valid transaction 
acceptances to the information transmitting terminal; 

receiving a transaction possible or impossible indication 
from the information transmitting terminal; and 

transmitting the transaction possible or impossible indi 
cation to the information receiving terminals. 


